A search for central lateral inhibition.
A central spectrum explanation of the existence of the binaural edge pitch [Klein and Hartmann, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 70, 51-61 (1981)] appears to require central lateral inhibition in the human auditory system. We have looked for this effect in central masking experiments. Using the binaural-edge noise, which creates the binaural edge pitch, as a masker (in standard notation: No below and N pi above a phase boundary frequency), we measured pulsation thresholds for sine tones in two frequency ranges where the binaural edge pitch exists. We also obtained reference data, using the same pulsation threshold technique, for standard binaural conditions NoSo, NoS pi, N pi So, and N pi S pi. These data revealed masking level differences. Theoretically the difference between the binaural-edge thresholds and the reference data should show the peak and valley signature of lateral inhibition. No such structure was found. We suggest that this negative result does not exclude the possibility of central lateral inhibition, but that the time course of central lateral inhibition makes the pulsation threshold technique an inappropriate means for observing the effect.